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Anorexia Defined 

Anorexia comes from the Greek words "an" (privation, lack of) 

and "orexis" (appetite). It is a psychological condition described as an 

aversion to food due to some personality disorder (8eIl1). More 

specifically, anorexia is a psychological disorder in which the patient 

deliberately starves himself or herself in a persistent pursuit of 

thinness.,: A common clinical definition state~ that it is a " ... diagnosis 

applied to individuals who are more than twenty percent under weight 

and who for psychological reasons do not eat (Rumney 2)." , The 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-III-R) 

defines anorexia nervosa in this manner: 

anorexia nervosa requires ... in the patient: an~, i'ntense 
fear of becoming obese that does not diminish as weight 
loss progresses; disturbance of body' image, e.g., 

'claiming to "feel fat" even when emaciated; loss, of at 
least 25 percent of original body weight; and refusal to 
maintain normal body weight (Lehrman 29). 

, In this paper, I hope to bring, about a ~etter underst~ridlng of 

anorexia by studying various aspects of this condition: 1) the 
. ",,', , 

definition, 2) the history, 3) the family and its affects, 'and' 4) the, 

social and cultural affects. 
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_History 

In his book Holy Anorexia, Rudolph M. Bell illustrates the lives-

of women living between 1200 a.d. to ,the present. His studies showed, 
" . . .' 

that of the 170 women he studied, over one half showed clear signs of, 

anorexia. This suggests that anorexia is by no means a creation of 

today'sculture. I think that this is an important point to make, 

because few of the periodical: articles I had come across in my 

res~ai"ch had any reference to the historical aspects of anorexia. His 

sources are reliable' -- coming from convents, and monasteries who 

documented the lives of these women (Bell x). 

'Bell cites a quote from Morton's Phthisiologia: or a treatise of 

Consumptions. 

in the Month of July [she] fell into a total 
, Suppression ot her Monthly Courses ...her Appetite, 

began to abate, ...herFlesh also began to be flaccid 
, and ,loose, and 'her looks pale ...she was wont by her 
studying' at Night, and continual- pouring -upon , 

" Books, to expose herself both Day and-Night to: the 
Injuries of the Air ... like a Skeleton only, clad with ' 
Skin (Bell 3~4). ' .

, , , 

This is the condition of a 20 year old girl' as'rec~rded by herdoctor, 

Richard. Morton in 1686. It is the earliest 'known:caseof,a'norexia ~nd 

is a classic description of an anorectic patient' 6ftoday~-' The 

symptoms which have manifested inlhis -gi~I:: are symptoms similar to 

" I· 
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those ,of today's, patients. Three' months, after this entry, ' Morton's 

patient dLed (8ell 4). 

selis~udied m'any, lives of ,women by examining the journals of 

distinguished men ,in the medical and psychological fields. , A majority, 

of them lived in the nineteenth century. He reviewed Phifippe Pinel's 

journals. 'Pinel was head 'of the famed Salpetriere public mental ' 

hospital for women In Paris. Among his points, pinel also notes 
, , 

anorexia nervosa. He describes a 1'7 year old anorectic' female with 

these symptoms: abstinence from· food, amenorrhea,' bulimia, 

bradycardia (8ell 5). 

Anorexia had gotten much attention with the work of William W: 

, , , 

Gull and Charles E. L.,asegue. ,They were 'first to identify and classify 

anorexia nervosa as, a psychosomatic disorder. Together, they engaged 

in exteri.sive researc,h. on anorexia and published several articles. . In 

Gull's journals, he describes how an anorectic girl of 14 used to walk 

long distances in the streets in such an emaciated state that she drew 

much' attention from the neighbors. He, continues by' saying that the 
',: . 

girl's relatives were "the worst attendantsi,.. UnfortUriately, Gull' did 
. " . '. " .. . '. . .. 

n'ot elaborate on the relationship she had with, her parents (8ell e). 
. ." .: ".; , -',' ~-.' ".' ' . . 

Lasegue later published a·lengthy ..account of anorexia based on 
. ',' ~ . 

eight cases. He concluded that this'disease occurs in . females in their . . /. ~. , 

, ' 

, : . . " -:,' 

. -2.
,; 
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later teens and emphasized how their extreme thinness did not 
, , . . . . '." 

" concern them~ In fact, the anorectic patients seemed to, enjoy the 

'condition of their bodies. Also, Lasegue noted a common dynamic in 
" " . 

the anorectic family-- its orientation toward food. During these food 
, " 

centered conversations, the parents either entreated, 'or threatened 

the patient in persuading him or her to eat. The pattern of entreats 

and threats was oft~n, random arldconfusing and served only to 

exacerbate the'disease (Bell 7)., 

In another case, the parents of a14' year old girl a:s~ the' help' of 
. ." 

Jean-Martin Charcot~ professor at the University of' Paris' and known 

for his work in anorexia. Charcot agreed to help with the condition 

that the 'parents not seeth.eir daughter until after treatment; Charcot 
'- . . . 

recorded the girl's 'confession at the time of her recovery. 

,As long as papa and mamma had not gone--rn other 
words, as long as you had not triiJmphed (fori saw' 
that you wished to shu(meup), I was afraid ,that 
my illness was not serious, and as I had a horror ,of 
eating, I did not eat., ,But whem,l' saw that you were 
aetermined to be m'ast~r, I was afraid" and In spite 
of my repugnance I trie.d to; eat, and I was "able, to; 
little by little (Befl' 8). " , ' , ' 

'Charcot' noted that-~'the main ::qOestfon 'concerned who, the, master was, 

he concluded that anorexia was a quest for autonomy,. 
. . ~. ~ " . 

In' reviewing, th.e social' co:titextof ~omen in. the "Middle Ages" it, 
" .: 

" , 
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has become evident why many distinguished researchers of this time 

hypothesized that the question of autonomy be. core to anorexia. In 

the realm of religious life for example, the vocation to th~ monastic . . . , 

life was an expression on the male's part to refuse his culture an.d all . 

the evil with it. For the woni.en, however profession of vows 

manifested as a rebellion against her social condition, "a positive 

road to recapturing her individ~al reality ·and self-sufficiency (Bell 

55).'~ The professed life allowed the woman to refuse her destiny as a 

"functionary of man" and his culture and establish her autonomy. 

Cultural expectations were so overwhelming, that· an ~xternal struggle, 

was not possible. Spinster not bachelor; whore not· 
philanderer; prostitute not johQ. (everY-· man): SUCh 
gende'r-split. words convey' images of deep <, 

historical reality which tolergtesor only, 
smirkingly 'disapproves 'the '~salT!e ;seif-expression, 
in men that it condemns in wome!), especially 

. " ' .' 

sexual expression and the refusal to~be bound by 
,marital vows (Bell 55). 

Facing this "inevitable defeat", the woman ,turns to an internal 
, • < 

struggle in hopes to attain mastery over herself, over. her bO,dily 

urges. This served. as an a assertion of self in two ways.. First, 

fasting was developed by men for men in attaining spiritual purity 

imitation of this male technique assures ·the identity Of the woman. 

Finally, her, struggle for control is attained in' the mastery of her own 
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body. 

Today's Anorexia 

There are a myriad of schools attempting. the best explanation 

about the causes and cures of anorexia .. In. her article, Katherine 
" ' . . . . ',' 

Kallis reviews Steven, Wiley Emmet's' book, Theory and Treatment of 

Anorexia NervOsa and Bulimi'a: . Biomedical. Socio-cultural and 

Psychological, Perspectives. She notes, as does the title, three 
. , 

disciplines which attempt' to give' accurate descriptions of the causes . 

and cures Of. anorexia; they are:" the biomedical perspective, the s'ocio~ 

cult~ral perspective and the psychological perspective. .She gives a 

. " 

brief syn~psis of their view on' anorexia. 

The, Biomedical Perspective. One commO"ri, but not dominant, 

perspective is the biomedical perspective, whic.h examines the 
., . 

physiological and nutritional complications ,and treatme'nt (Kallis 93). 

Biomedcial theorists believe that anorexia nervo'sa, is "clearly: linked. 

to clinical depressio,n. . This is supported by ,the fact'that seven out of . . . "'-~ 

ten anorectics are prone to depression'.·' Substantial evidence' leads 
., .' 

some theorists to' beneve that a certain chemical, s,e(otin':a 

neurotransmitter, is linked to eating and mqod,functions.· ~Decreased 
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serotin activity has been linked to compulsive behavior. There ,are 
. ' 


drugs which promote the synthesis of serotin, however,' certain' foods . 

. , 


will do the job (Lehrman 31). Because this viewempha~izes the 

importance of nutrition, force feeding is' entairedin its treatment 

(Kallis 93). 

Although the biomedical perspective may~ not be dominant among 

theorists; it's treatment seems to be. According to Stark" Orbach 

supports this claim saying that the- common approach to treatment 

gives priority to gaining weight (forc~ feeding, bribery etc.). 
- '. . ", 

In trying to get [the anorectic] to· eat and to 
· become the "right size they negate her 
· protesL.They unwillingly deny the meaning of her 
· symptom and . in doing so, contribute to its . 
perpetuation ... The woman' as a whole,· that is,. 
including her anorexia, must be respected (Stark" 

'''The Anorectic Protest 73).. . 

Those of us -who have- been conQemned for our race, color or ,creed - , 

. . 

could understand this negative reaction to. force, feeding. 
, 

I was 

watching' a Donahue show about anorexia nervosa .. ,The guests, 

con'sis~ed of two anorectics, parents. of an 'a~orectic, a, recovering 

anorectic, a~d a psychiatrist. As ,the 'r~covering anorectic 'was . 

describing her need to understand' her subconscious reasons for her 
• < • , • • .' ,,: :., r ~ • " ,," ~ • , 

condition, the p~ychiatrist .retorted,.. "Yeah,a~· you. search for 
:~ ' . 

.~ ; 
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understanding, you.die of starvation." He. continued" described the.' 

body's need for proper nutrition and that keeping' her alive. was his 

primary' ·concern.He added that force feeding as well as intravEmous 

nutrition' is a common practice for the treatment of anorexia nervosa, 
. . .' . 

and S.ometimes the only recourse. For a man who was supposed to 

care for these people, he seemed somewha.tin~ensitive arid closed to 

this woman (ponahue). 

The Socio-cultural' Perspective. Another commonpositiQn is the 

socio-cultural perspective, which' holds that' anorexia nervosa is an 

epidemic . influenced by the attitudes ,of society ang th.e significance it 
• • t • , • 

Kallis reviews anattaches to slimness and physic~1 appearance. . , ," 

a'rticle written' by Susie Orbach, }'Visibility/lnvisibility: . Social 

Considerations in Anorexia." Orbach' is the founder of.women's· 

therapy centers in Londo'n ,and New ·York. Kallis describes Orbach's 
, . 

view on society and its.' attitudes,:'Qn food, 'slimness,': and femininity: 
'. T' ."" ~. ;.' ~ , ,~"', - -. , 

. , . We know:.the. "femalec·form asari object of:'pleasure 
for men,,,·that. tile ideal "image is thin and that 

'.' women have the responsibility and. desire to feed . 
others, (Kallis 94)..··. ...... 

. ' . ' 

Orbach blames the 'current epidemic on' vyest~rn:. culture. ,Despite .its 
, _ ~ '." J. 

:-" ;: 

abundance. and 'obsession with food, society tells us that we, . 

http:concern.He
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, especi~lIy women, must deprive ,ourselves of it '(Stark, "The Anorectic 

Protest 73). 

.The Center for the Study of Anorexia and~ Bulimia ,(<?SAB) reports 
, ' , " . ".' . '. . 

that eighty percent of wom,en diet. This "social attitude!~' is effecting 

the adolescent girls in particular.:, In a recent stud,Y, conducted by the 
" . ' 

University of Oalifornia at San Francisco, close to haJf the nine year 

oldsand eighty 'percent of len and 'eleven year 'olds Claimed,:io be 

dieting" while eighty nine perqe'1t 'of seventeen year aids, said that, 

they were on diets~ ',.Surprisingly enough, only 'seventeen percent of all', 
" . 

(five hundred)girlsinterview~d were a~tually 9verweigh~-:, As with' 

any sociological position,' treatm.ent or adjustment must be made to 
.' ' ' . 

society as a whole (Lehrman 31 ). 

·Deborah M'arq'uardtstudied'the r~sulis:of two' researchers, ··Alice 
" ~,. 

Gagnard, Ph.D., and 'Linda Lazier~,Smlth' ph:p. They b,ot~ .hypothtisized
.' . ",". '," " , , . 

• ' '. ,'. + • • • ;'. J ". ' " ',,:,: 

that there is a powerful -' link between advertisements' and the increase 
,." . ','" 

.-.,:' 
' 

in the occurrence ot~nore'xia nervosa:', G~g';ard, professor::~t:Southern
"." , 

Methodist University, in Dallas" a'rld Lazier-Smith, at 'Ohio :,State 
- . . . 

University both becal)1e drawn~o this hypothesis Clftereach found out 
\ ., . 

that, a student in th.eir respective 'classes was hospitalized' for 

anorexiCl: ' BO,th these students cla.imed that· ~he media 'had, placed, them' 

ina mOde of 'thinking' that they had to "unlearn" (Marquardt 33). 
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Both Smith and Gagnard approached their research differently,' 

yet their conclusions were similar. In her article "From' Feast to 
, , 

Famine: Depiction of ,Ideal Body Type in Magazine advertising, 1950

1984;" Gag nard .fi nds sig n ificant' changes between 1950 and 1984. 

The mbdels were typically young, white and female. Since 1950, the, 

use of thin models increased 46 percent by, 1984, while the use of 
, , 

overweight models decreased from 12 percent in 1950 to· three 

percent in 1984 (Marquardt. 33). The attitudes were more explicitly 

displayed in fhe literature. 

There is only one crime against themoderri, ethics 
of beauty which is unpardonable; far better it is to 
commit any number of petty crimes",than to be. 
guilty of the sin of growing fat (Brutnberg 17);" 

This is a quote ta.ken from a 1918 Voguearticle;
. , 

'Smith gave three groups of women questionnaires Jo be . 
,. 

completed hoping to elicit attitudes on,' physical.,' attractiveness. The 

three groups consisted ·of thirty high school"stud~nts, ·,,·a:.,group of 

college age anorectics; and a group of Indi~naUrlive;rsity' women 

students. They were asked to rate the success and happiness of ' 

models in print ads." An overwhelming number of women rated the 
. . 

thinnest models to be the happiest and most successful. The results 

showed, that most women believed that they should conform to the 
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"ideal body shape" and that thinness was somehow connected to 

happiness and suCcess. The survey also 'revealed that the ideal body 

size:for all groups was a size seven and a half (Marquardt 33). Yel. 

the question' that rises is "Why do anor.ectics starve themselves below 

a size seven? This may be answered by the psychological perspective., 

The Psychological Perspective. The third and probably the most 

widely. held. is the psychological perspective. This pe'rspective 

examines the individual and how he or she 'interacts with others. 

Psychological theorists believe that eating disorders are "more that 

dieting ,gone haywir~'." Obsession with thinness has become .symbolic 

of strength, indep,endence and achiever:nent, as well as attractiveness. 

Ano~ectics have consistently been fou ndlo have distorted concepts 

and attitudes effectrng muchgf }heir,Ii~~S': ' ',. 

one should strl've, .for perfection; aSGeticism is:' 
sup'erior to self-indulgence; thinn.e~s: is~ admirable; 
fat is disgusting; weight, ga.in'-m~ans-, that one is 
bad or out 'of control (Lehrman ,i31 ). 

These attitudes serve 
• 

in the' 
:~

,promulgaticm 
_ . - ,_ _ 

(if. the disorder. 
::. 

Theorists 
- t _ • . • ;. _.: ': 

believe that anorectics fail to progress-·'PSy6hOIOgically, that they 

develope the disorder in a' ~ubb()nsci6us effort' tdavoid growing up 

(Lehrman 31).' Lehrman' points out that according to the CSAB, 
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psychotherapists who use only psychological techniques have cured" 

anorexia, while other treatments have not been successful.. (Lehrman 

32) .. 

Treatment would entail group counseling sessions with the 

family or with other anorectics: It may also entail individual 

counseling sessions. Much of .the literature' supports what Minuchin 

terms as "family systems theory": 

anorexic families tend to be superficially nice and 
good, while. covertly' they, are, deeply enmeshed, . 

. overprotective, rigid, and .. unable to meet or manage 
conflict. . .For the potentially anorexic child, 
. loyalty and' protection take precedence over 
autonomy ,and self-realization (Kallis 93-94). 

" ?,' . 

These are common characteristics" that· are present among mo.st 
. ~ . . ' " 

anorectic' families. These chara~teristi.cs can be· best illustrated in 
~"' '. 

, ~. , " ",r .' 

the context of family. counseling. Salvador' Miunchin , is a prominent 
',; .,; . .~ 

clinician in the area of ,famHY:therapy.:His· reCbrde'd sessions provide' 

clear demonstratio'ns of how .these characteristics ·'function to nutture 
-, . '- '. 

anorexia nervosa.. A typical anorecdcfamilY9an. ,be seen in the 

Minuchin'.s Minotti case. 
. 

Overprotectivenessis . the:·intense . concern· about the welfare of 

other family members and impedes the children's ·development of 
, , 

autonomy.In this family, Loretta, the identified patient has taken the' 

http:chara~teristi.cs
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role. Of. protect9r 'OYt3f .her,twQ?yoiiriger 'siblings:' (Minuchifl,~~O) .. 
, . " .... ,' .: ' .' ... '.. ',.-' .. " . ,,' ., 

\" -' 

,', ..... :', "FI~rrHER: ;'Whd·.told :you:<that fheywoUI(:j"never-speB:l<:', 
::,fo(therry,s'elves' '.,",.' ' __ ' " , '. . . 

~: ': LOREnA;:' , Now, look,,':'..; ,see how, they're, talking.· 
". ""'FAT'HER:' ''I' m.ean,' if "they:want to·tai~i'since ypu 

.:, . ",assume'that' you saYVtlna(they~alJfed"t()say."" .,,' "'." ,.:.",. 

" , . LORETTA: No; ,I'm'nor-Asstiming.', , ....". ." . ' .. 
, , ,,'FATHER:, You stbp'them'from.'expressing ',' "",- .: ',: ,," ", '," 

'." 

..'.' '" . ,fhemseIVeS.' , '. istiir, think . they want .to'taJk:' " .. : " .. 
',' __ ,'UJRETI'A: '. No, I: aSked'them before even ,talking to, ,'.

"",:,<" ~you. "came _i~ and bErwith,me ahd teIl'Da,ddy':how',', " ' 
" : " ',youfe~I:,about it too.'"' And" "N.o, y6udo it: ,We do:rl'f 

-. '. ',: . 

': .":,',:-:-,wa'nt, tb.ha,Ye:anY' part of it." 'justndW;,.':;'.Th~y:~were . , "'.' " 

, ," :. "being aSked"questions. ':,"1, d8n'tkn.ow''''-~"I'CdOn't viant , 
',':to::talk/i 

,', S6',there:s:,YOl:J~ exarnpJ~.:. <:; " ;", "," :~', '--: ,','" 
, " 'MiNUCHIN::,·rhese arguments/ire gciod~" ~Cdretta "" 

. :.. 
. ',' h$eds to ,be· able to expreSs her' mind,to,.you,' and -yOU, " 

need 'tQ; be ,able ,to'tell.<"her ~hat !yb~':~hav:e ~jn ,mirjc(\. ,;, " 
. .' ."Whatyotirf'ather,:said aboutSciphi~,'~~q 'fy1ari~,ar~~.:\: ;" ~ :., .: ' " 

,true. He 'said that 'Mother does th~rwith you;, and ' 
' 

" '. ': now h~' is, 'saying that you do,thatwhh,~ them~_', . He:' 
'.'·;'has aney~'for the'. process .of,growingJ;And~h,e 

; ~~k'n6ws thatJo grow up, one needs:~16:;'$.triJggl,e:_,And}>"" . 
.",'.,h$ says 'when you' tal<ethe job of ",fighiJng,fot'M,ar,ia, 
.•. , :::':she, is 'not growing:u'p' ,(Minuchin.:302-$03) .,,' 

. 
" ' 

:'/ ,': ~::~',,';~_~' ~".. ' ", .,.. " '. ,~.;>;, -. .', ", ~ r~·"" :" '-' ..-<" ~": :.:,'?~ f . ';, ,";. ~~: <~ ,,' 

Minuchil') ,affirms' L9r.etta's. lieed·'to ,express hers~lf -- 'her autonomy.
'- - .' I ~ " " 

".: " ',~ ,I. ~ " 

.- .: . 
" .' He"~IS((:pojnts ouith~ ',o~erpr6~eCtiv~~ess:thar::is present, b'etw~en, the:~ , 

• '0 (. 

mQther.·~~d Loretta as well,as betWeen Lorett~ 'and her~o sisters;· .- . 

. '. 

. H~ 
. '. . ..", ,', "..' , 

say~:rth.at U:' isa6inderanc~ ,to' gro~h~ . ,\ ", . " '.' ' 
" " ' .. -". 

".'., . 

: ' 


, .' 

'.' As,~<chiid'nicives 'int~:adolesc~'nce, th;e farriily,~ust chang'~':,it~' 'rules/;": 
," -' . ~. - -.'" . .' . '. ' .' , . ' ," ;'. ' _..' 

.. , 
,'1, • 

~, '. 
. . ' " 

http:say~:rth.at
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rigid families (Minuchin 30). 

, , LORETT A:,'Butthey may not be important to you; 
but to me, "it may just be that important. Just the 
other, night,., it was a little thing -- nothing 
important -..: some movie on TV. "You can't see it. 
Absolutely, not." , What are you trying"to hide by , 
saying no? I am sixteen. 
FATHER: ' But you know, at the time you wanted to 
see it, there were two little kids who wanted to 
see the movie. Now, since'they're kids and you're 
grown up; you should please the little kids. That's 
my idea.' . If this is wrong, then I don't know. 
LORETTA: You can't always please the little kids. 

, The little, kids watch television all day" and that 
, time, it was time for them to be in bed already. 

'You don't tell them to go to bed. You tell them, 


, "Stay there," and I ca~'twatch the movie. And I 

,have to grow up. 
FATHER: I should deprive these two little' "kids of 
watching what they are watching and pleas~. you 

, and let you watch thaI' kind of movie? Thatwoulq 
", 	be right for you? ..Andforce my way: and pur them, 

in bed and ,please you to watch'lhe"television oKay? 
MINUCHIN:I think she's right. Carlo (father)., She.is 
saying, she's sixteen and in your, horTlethere ,is no ... 

, '" difference in' the rights of a sixteen-year-old and 
therig,hts of a ,twelve-year: ..old. I think, you ,.are,' 
saying that (Miriuchin 303-304). 

, 	 , , 

Min~chin expresses the need for flexibility. ' As,: a Child,g'rows into 

adulthood, his' or· her'privileges as well ,a~, res~onsibilities:must b~ 
_ ~' 't' , 

increased~ 

, , 

Enmeshment refers to the overinvolvement existing among 

family members. This serves as an impedim~nt ,to the proper 'functiQ~ 



, .',' . '.' . 	 ." ~.
,:" 	 .. 

, " ,'.' 	 . " . ". ,'.'< ." .' 
• ~. r'. 	 '. , 

.... :',' . 

, : 


'.:,(: . 

. : • ':.c~• .'.. ~.... , ,"I " ·:'r. ":",'; 	 " r. ... 

ofthefamjlY,~':,Jt:iea9sto 'improper rha'nag'ement of:,corl'fli~~~ "',' ,',; ,:',' 
. . ~ .... . . . ~.' . . . '." '.'.' . . " '. . .- ,-".::. 

. " . 

, "':::MOTHERz:'Oeborah"do' you 'warn' to" finish this ,half of ' 
:',,<r:i1y sandWich?,'it'isv~ry good:: " ' ", " 

'~":"~DEBORAH: ',Oad,'ltQldyou last nig~tJhat 1,'did,l1't>,:,', 
" ,:Iike it.'Buf-l ,tried 'jt~' " ':"-"; '"", ' "" 
<:" ,,' FATHER':: Are youtcllking to me'i,(tQldyou',thatyolr ' 

: ,~'are:going 't(;r:,have to, eat'everything. 'Whenyo'u:get' , ','" 
" 	 ' 

~,,' 	 .' ""',,) up to: ~certain weight, 'youcanpicky.9ur:Own:shots, " ',' ','" 
,:>blif ,tigh't, ,nQ\N,' we' 'sre"'negotiating:for your'~urvival;>', 

0' like Dr. Mitluchin ~aid! "Your life.' fi is importa~t" ~ 
, ,':that y,ou eat.. ' , " 

, O'EBQRAH': :Th~:dietitian was ,up'her. 'arid she a~ked/ ", 
:.,' , , 	 :rnewhat~::wanted: to: eat. ' "'~:"" ,:':, "',',,,',,:-;', ,,:,' " ;,' 

MOTMER: "You are old ,enough to understand. 'Dr~ " 
. " 	 . ,Minuch,in was,'just here.> And ,before you 'came' to ,the " 

",hospital" L:told yoLithat-you wer~, going to,: die., DQ' 
• r'~' 	 ••••. '" 	 :::,~you~kno~ ;,~hat that, means':, Deboraht 'you, ar'e',90JI19, 

":to di~IYoli haves beautiful life'ahead:of you --"'y'ou ' 
. . ~', 

, "',':are on'ly,fifteenl 'Deborah, 'this icqntains 'protein ~-
',: ':'FAT'HER:'D,eborah, how ~rilanydoCtdrs have told ·you 
",~" that 'you~r~ . not a di~titian:? NQ~:wipe',out6f ,y~iJr ", 

'. ",

:', :; ;:::'rni'nd 'whaL'those things,'c'ontain,and"just eat "th~Hn.' ," " 
, 

c, , "':MOTHER~, L~t herfin,ish eating. 'I" think sh~.is 'going 
,: to':,try t.o ,eat(Minuchiri2~3).'" " ' 

" 

This Is only a pO~iti~Of the ~~Iil.n case r~~orded by Dr. Minuchin: In 
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-'.'" 

this po'rtion, is 'c,ontaihed one 'Gycle of a pattern thatwae" repe,ated',' : 
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fat~er ,enters with ~"~irm dem~n,d, and the' ,mother interven~s to soften 
'. . 	 ..~ 

" ,members' 'enter int(i:con1:lict,'s~ttiri:g:jlCti,?i9"'Ofaliian.ce~~ 'and"blocldng', 
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direct- commu~i~atipn~ .. In, an :e~~eshed 'fami'I;>the parental asp~'ct is: 
• ~ ;'" ,',' J .' '._,' •• ~ ~ _~ ~ 
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~~ ~' .' ," '. ~, , - . .', :- - ~' ,. 

~4:, ",. _'.: :' • " .... : .... . M'.". '. j, •• 
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failure.qf.·p.~r~nt~L co:ntroL '. In ::.SU9h 'a case,:- fl1e:·children :,;1,ay,:~: :'.. :','. , ...... ' . 
. .' -: . 
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the, "temple",whilethe male becomes the principle worshipers (Kallis 

94). 

Our, society, has come to ignore its collectjve unconscious and, 

have drifted away from ultimate meanings and concerns. As a result, 

children' of today are ",.,raised in a conditional atmosphere of pseudo

acceptance, where love is doled out in a piecemeal, fashion for 

achievement and appearance; rather than for' the sheer. simple fact of ' 
. . ,.:' '. ~ . . .. ' . ' 

being ... (Kallis 94).'" Kallis continues saying that healing may come 

from a therapeutic' relationship, however, she also believes that a 

spiritual family could. be that therapeutic relationship,' 

,Ju'xtaposing Past and' Present 

In Corrington's articie, "Anorexia, Asceticism, and Autonomy: 

Self-Control as liberation and Transcendence," she' foclJses on the 

common factors that are sharedbetweeh rhodern day'anorexianervosa 
~ . . , . '. . " '~" '. ::. , ' !.: : " ' . , , . 

and the asceticism practiced in the Early arid late Middle Age's;' the 
. . .' .~ 

same era studied by Bell. She suggest~th~t there is a c?ntinuity 

between these two groups in their struggle;.for identity and autonomy, 

(Corrington 51). Corrington ~Iso wants to illustrate'theongoing 

historical, 'socio-cultural and psychological aspects that influence 

these two phenomena (Corrington 52). 

In the past decade anorexia nervosahas reached such a 



, -, "

relatively high number of white,', Westem', {Ipper;.middle-class young 

women that it has been terrned an epidemi~; JJlaI1Y, believ~ ,tha~ the _
" ',,: M.' • 

'"1\ • • ~ 

heavy emphasis on appearance and thinness is the cause .for such an 

epidemic. Although this may be a major contributing factor, it, is not 

the core of the problem. The symptoms and cures have centered 

themselves on the relationship between anorexia -and with self-image. 
. " ~ . . ~ 

The coreohanorexia seems_ to be a struggle for an assertion of self, a 
~: 

struggle for autonomy or control (Corrington 53). 

I thought...that I was· molding myself a wonderful, 
ascetic, pure image .. .! felt I had to do something I 

. didn't want for a higher purpose .. .1 created a new' 
image for myself and disciplined myself to . a new 
way of life' (Corrington 51). 

1 

This .came from a recovering anorectic who :was, interviewed in 1973 

(Corrington 52). 

'Anorexia, like asceticism, is a form of -self-control. It enables 

women to resist certain prevailirig values of society. This is where 

many become confused. To: many, it appears that because the 

anorectic is denying food, he' Qr she is actually prescribing to 

society'~ value of thinness and physical attractiveness. Yet, there are 

other val'ues more pertinent to the anorectic -- values such as the one 

discussed in the Socio-cultural Perspective section in th-e quote form 
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Kallis beginning "We know the 'female form~ ..'H, The anorectic feels--' 
, -

that he or she asserts-control over these vaJues by taking control and 

denying his or her bodily urges and 'thus asserts his -or her identity 

(Corrington 52). 

-' ", ..woman, trained by- a male qominated. society to 
nurture others rather than themselves, -'91100se . 

, anorexia rather th~n _less _acceptable; forms of 
, assertions"'-- Orbach.' hi', her prese~t§ltiO,n"at the 
third annual conference of the CSAB ,in New York 
(Corrington 54). _, 

Both groups (anorectics an~ascetics) are; r:sisting' ~he male image of 

women: passive, lustful, etc. They are< both '-,favor the image that men 

prom.ote about themselves: stringent seff~denial, fitness, and 

slimne~s. 

"...Anorexiabecomes the means through which 
women refuse cultural expectations.", -- Bruch, , 

, author of, Eating Disorders (Corrington 54). 

- , 

, In the, Middle Ages, asceticism was a techniqu,e developed by 

males t6' enhance their spirituality. For women, asceticism' had a two 
fold purpose. It ,served to-enhance their spirituality as well-as to', 

assert their personhood -(Corrington 53)"Many women in this time 

felt the need to assert their personhood because of the social context 
- , ." ,. 

in which they lived (Bell 55).' 
- , 

For anorectics,' non-eating has beco'me a symbol of power -and 
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control over the self (Corrington 53). For 'society, "thlnne's'sllB.S 

become a symbol of strength, achievement and attractiveness 

(Lehrman 31)... This distinction is important in ,the understa,nding of 

anorexia nervosa. . Attitudes' of society have definitely· contributed to 

the propagation of the anorexia, epidemic,. However, it seems apparent, 

to me after comparing anorectics of the past to the anorectics of . 

today that there, is the underlying need for' anorectics to define an 

identity in a mentally oppressive society. . This can bestbe supported. 

by the success rate of tr~atment mentioned in 'the Psychological 

Perspective section. Corrington' explains it best saying:" 

I prefer· to .see anorexia, as a creative solution ·--in 
some cases, the only solution -- to the need to take 

'control over one's body out of the hands of society 
and to exert it oneself (Corrington 53). 

Conclusion 
\ 

Anorexi~ nervosa is a product of both socio-cultural and, 

psychological causes. In an age of jets, cars,computers and 

microwaves, the family is slowly losing its significance as the 

:nucleus, the basic unit of society. ' This age has become so fast and 

furious, that it. is reflected even in our household' necessities. The 

microwave, for example, as well as the pre-prepared 'frozen' gourmet 
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, 
meals have, made it possible for two bread winners (if the wife 

, , 

chooses to work) to exist in the family.'" because dinner no longer 

needs much preparation. The automobilehCls made itposs'ible: to spend, 
'" ;"

• • J',~ 

more time at work because the trip' home is justa' hop, skip and a ' 

jump~ Even our disPQsable' disbessa\le us'tillle. : from, Washing. ' 
, ...,' ~- ~'. .' ~~. ~ ' ..:-, .' 

'Unfortunately, ,this fast paced.: life i ~a~ ,weakened the bonds that, 

hold the nuclear family togethC3 L, These lUxuries ,of technology as 
.' . "~. I' 

well as the: attitudes' of prog'ress, .have g'reatly influenced the 

decrease, in family interactio~:.'~ The automo.bile. gets: Dad home so fast, 

that he has no time ,to anticipate, the sight. of. his beloveds." The neW 

gourmet frozen dinners make ,it possible for Mom, if she chooses not 
, , 

to get" Jjob, to sit mindlessly in. front of the televisiC?n watching' soap 

operas Ltil the time comes for· her. to coldly push the buttons. to start 

dinner. ,'One by one, members' of the family' trickle in and hurry to the' 

, , 

table for a relaxing dinner. Consequently, many families ,have highly 
, , 

, . 

ritualized meal-time in reaction to their feeiings of guilt. Presence 

is required at the dinner table -- Mom and Dad insist on 'it. It is " 

probably the only time that the, whole family is together atone time. 

It is at this tirlle that all the morals, values and events of the day are 

talked about. Yet, in reality, Dad has no ·time because he has to 

prepare for a big presentation the following day. 'So,any problerl' or, 
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conflict is curtailed with the departing words from Dad: "Work hard 

and you will be a success." A family responding to its social context, 

in this manner runs the risk of dysfunction, which is pote'ntlally, , 
• • 	 .' ,T' . 

daniaging to the psychological development of the children." 
, , 

Although this may have been, a simplistic description of today's 

"instant family", it is not without. truth. Today's family works so hard 
, 	 , 

to attain the ideal standard of living, (beautiful home, beautiful car, 

beautiful spouse, beautiful kids, etc.),' that it 'is often done at the ' 

expense of family interaction. As Minuchin's treatment suggest; 

anorexia nervosa is ,a disease of .the family. Although rigidity and 
, , 	 , 

overprotectiveness su'ggest fa'mily interaction, these are just' 

quantitative reactions to the' lack of qualitative interactions. In a 

society that gauges worth through physical beauty and achievenient, 

today's children, find it difficult to establish, a, place in the world. 
. . 	 . _.·M "',. 

Such conditional acceptance is expressed even by 'many parents of 

today. ' The key to family interaction" is qualitY,,"ra.ther than ~uantity;' 

Children of today are hungry' to bevvho they ,,"ar¢, ::- nbt who society 
. 	 ":j., t" :, 

expects them to be, and thei~ parents ' are, se,ldom there to, feed them . 
.' , 	 '.: '~. ,,~ ''; , 
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